
Certified Repair Center in Malmö, Sweden
Repair Services

Logistic Center, Sweden

With more than four decades of experience, ABB Repair Center Malmö offeres you a 
wide range of after market services for printed circuit boards, as part of ABB Logistics 
Center, Sweden.

These services are offered in the same efficient manner as the traditional spare part services 
that we are renowned for. Besides repairs at fixed repair prices, we also have a complete 
range of other after market repair services. A detailed repair report is included in every repair 
shipment that leaves our workshop.

Repair Process
As an ABB Certified Repair Center, we have an established repair and troubleshooting process. 
We start with a visual inspection, cleaning, and 
then a detailed inspection including diagnostic 
measurements, followed by the actual repair work 
and ending with functional tests.

Repair Lead Time 
For the majority of printed circuit boards, we 
are able to promise a repair lead time of seven 
calendar days, from the moment we receive  
the unit until it is returned to you.  To facilitate 
repairs, please make sure to include a detailed 
fault description.

In every repair shipment that leaves our 
workshop, we include a repair report, detailing the faults found and the corrective actions 
taken. All shipments are marked with our factory seal which certifies that they have been 
repaired by the ABB Certified Repair Center in Malmö, Sweden.

Items which can be repaired: 
PROCESS PANELS 
ADVANT CONTROLLER 250 
ADVANT CONTROLLER 210 / 800 
ADVANT CONTROLLER 450 
SATTCON 05 
SATTCON 05 SLIMLINE AND OP45/OP65 
SATTCON 15 
SATTCON 31-10 
SATTCON 31-50 
SATTCON 31-90 
SATTCON 35 
SATTCON 200 CPU 
SATTCON 60-50 
SATTLINE 200 CPU 
Series 200 
PBS BUS 
INTERFACE 19” 
SATTLINE 19” 

MASTERVIEW 
MASTERPIECE 
MA 220 
SATTMOBILE 
POWERSUPPLY 
PRI 
ALERT I/O SYSTEM 
PRC 
OPC 5 
SATTTOP 
ALTOP 
ADVANT STATION 100 
ADVANT STATION 500 
PROPER (SA) 
RTU 400 
SA500 
Combiflex 
FM400

”All shipments are 
marked with our 
factory seal which 
certifies that they 
have been repaired 
by the ABB Certified 
Repair Center”
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Repaired boards are automatically upgraded to the latest version according to the 
instructions of the product management, unless otherwise instructed by the customer. 

Emergency Repair Service
The Emergency Repair Service is the right choice for a printed circuit board or 
a unit that must be repaired in the shortest possible time. The defective item is 
repaired, tested and returned within one to three working days. Please ask for a 
quotation! Please inform your contact person about your Emergency Repair order 
before sending the item to us, so that we can reserve the necessary resources for 
the repair work.

Advanced Maintenance Repair
It is also possible to combine the repairs with an “Advanced Maintenance Repair”, 
a preventive maintenance service where the units are reconditioned by replacing 
individual components that have a limited life span, such as capacitors, relays etc. 

Warranty
The warranty period for repairs is twelve (12) months on the repaired components 
from the date of the invoice.
Extension of the warranty period can be negotiated and quoted upon request.

For more information please contact:

ABB AB 
Logistics Center, Repair Center 
SE-205 22 Malmö, Sweden 
Phone: +46 (0) 21 32 50 00 
Emergency Spare parts: +46 (0) 77-1220024, agreement number 9893-499/0 
E-mail: repair-center-malmoe.seapr@se.abb.com

Highest quality
performed by

ABB
Certified

Repair Center
Malmö, Sweden



www.abb.com 
www.abb.com/partsonline 


